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Gary Mariegard called the meeting to order at 9:00 am on Wednesday.  *He requested any changes or 

additions to the previous minutes.  Seeing none the changes were accepted as presented. 

*Members present- Misuk Kim, Elaine Mitchell, Mary Lemons, Brent Bushnell, Stacey Baumann, Cooper 

Olson, Alexa Coolahan 

Members absent- Mandy Kleinhans 

It was noted that immediately prior to the meeting financials, survey results, Alisa’s work schedule for 
MSPA and Invoice and a spreadsheet breakout of the invoice from Gear Up 2020 & 2021.  The financials 

were provided at the last minute because we were waiting on Gear Up bill. 

The financials were reviewed by the Board and the referral discount was explained by Alisa as a referral 

for reduced price membership.  Additional comments were made and discussions held related to 

profitability of Missoula, Montana attendee numbers & COGS.  It was pointed out that MSPA is currently 

at breakeven but after accounting and contract fees through May MSPA will be at Approx (3800) in 

revenue and slightly more if there is a Spring Board Retreat.  (Projected Balance Sheet balance will be 

approx. $45,000 after fiscal year end). 

Mary indicated states are struggling financially and may have had to close shop.  We have fared much 

better than most with steady revenue via our education.  It was point out MSPA education has broad 

geographic appeal.  Missoula attendee numbers increased dramatically from 23 to 45 with the mailing 

of the final postcard.  The floor was opened to discussion related to advertising and Cooper indicated 

that the advertising was worth the dollars invested.  There was general consensus that advertising had 

not reached the point of diminishing returns. 

Alexa followed on with the advertising and demographic discussion pointing out that although we do 

not have comprehensive data on the age of the attendees. We know only 11 people were 50 or 

younger.  The board asked that future registrations for education be designed so registrants have the 

opportunity to specify age (If we get little feedback from that registration tool we will need to survey 

and estimate during class). 

Cooper pointed out: 

• -MSCPA was much more proactive soliciting memberships from college students in an 

Accounting curriculum 

• -Board wishes to consider this issue more carefully in the Spring and add discussing on 

the following topics: 

o -Courting college students 

o -increasing electronic visibility 

o -Awareness in the now-CPA community 

 



 

Misuk asked why people need MSPA and responses mostly included: 

• CPE 

• Some Networking  

• Desire for “in person” learning 

Stacey indicated that when she makes presentations at local schools the interest in an Accounting 

profession is modest at best.  The primary negatives were: 

• Long hours in tax season 

• Limited knowledge of profession 

• Length of time to achieve mastery or proficiency 

Brent pointed out we were fortunate to have Board Member that were somewhat evenly spaced across 

generations.  The Board reached consensus that professional organizations of all varieties were losing 

membership and agreed to stay vigilant for similar organizations that were prospering so MSPA could 

take a page from their book. 

The subject of the Spring Meeting was on the agenda and the following items were listed for the 

agenda: 

• Cooper demographics of the societies 

• Brent- time to research before Spring 

• Mary- team up with neighboring states 

• New officers and members 

The savings of Education provided were discussed and the following topics were addressed 

• Negotiation with Gear Up over the fee 

• Option to continue with Gear Up 

• Plan to continue Jennings 

• Stacey stated she has been with Gear Up 33 years and the last 3-4 years she said the 

seminars have “not improved” and the Board agreed we need to look at other options 
and/or ask Gear Up to improve 

Stacey offered to write a letter to Gear Up Thompson-Reuters on behalf of the Board regarding the 

performance in 2021 and the Board unanimously requested a response. 

Brent moved to adjourn 

Cooper 2nd and motion carried 

  


